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The XCART scissor trolley is an adjustable-height, battery-
driven table trolley. It facilitates the staff members in 
their day-to-day work and counters back, shoulder and 
arm strain. 
 
The XCART scissor trolley is suitable, for example: 
-for emptying the contents of pots directly into GN 
containers placed on the trolley for further transfer to 
food transport trolleys and serving lines. 
-when receiving goods, in the storeroom or freezer, 
when loading or offloading crates, cartons, sacks etc. 
-as an adjustable-height workbench with lockable wheels. 
 
 
For the best hygiene, the XCART scissor trolley is IPX5-
classified. The entire trolley, including the batteries, can 
simply be washed down with the kitchen hose. 

TECHNICAL DATA XCART 

Always supplied with 2 batteries and 1 separate charger, 

which is connected to a 230-V power supply. 

Electrical supply: Battery operated, 24 volts 

Material: Stainless steel 

Working surface in 3 standard sizes: 

900 x 550 mm (art 79395e), 900 x 650 mm (art 79395f), 1000 x 650 mm (art 79395g). 

Handle: Height 956 mm, collapsible for flat shipping packages 

Chassis size (incl. wheels): 1116 x 532 mm 

Wheels: 4 pcs, 125 mm; 2 pcs fitted with brakes and 2 pcs with direction lock. 

Lifting height: 300 - 1100 mm 

Maximum load:  100 kg 

Weight: 55 kg 

Spray-washable, IP: X5 

CE approved 

XCART 

Research shows that a good work          
environment increases the profitability  
of the company. 

The battery is 
replaced using 
a single-
handed grip 

Simple control 
panel for up 
and down 

Art (with out top plate): 79395 
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Special XCART scissor trolley at the central kitchen in Nora, Sweden. 
Your choice of size, without handle & without beaded edge. 

Spray-washable, IPX5 for best hygiene       For handling dish racks  Meat and fish industry 


